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She’s not blind, she’s just trying to feel me up.
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The Koala Puts Its Foot Down

So I was trying to relax with some cunning ESPN football analysis the other day when one of their powersuits felt the need to
point out that Michael Vick has, and try to control your raucous laughter here, TWO first names. You get it? He doesn’t have a regular
last name! “Vick” could totally be a first name, but it’s totally his last name! Zing!
Well that’s it, America, you blew it. This is a shitpoor excuse for a joke. By the power vested in me as the editor of the Koala
I am hereby declaring Martial Humor. Anybody found disobeying the guidelines I’m about to declare unto you from on high will be
persecuted, prosecuted, and electrocuted, in that order. And lit on fire.

The Rules

Don’t worry, Yo Momma jokes are still golden. I know you haven’t stopped making those since middle school anyway, so no need to
kick the habit. Second, “That’s what she said” jokes are running thin, so I’m hereby placing a limit on them to one per night. Time to
tighten up the belts here, people.
Next, be careful with prop jokes, everyone, because when they go awry thye can bruise more than your ego. Further, I’m placing an indefinite ban on holding two blue bowling balls and claiming to have “blue balls.” However, if you want to put those bowling
balls up your shirt and run around in slow-mo pretending to be Pamela Anderson, you are free to do so. In fact, please do. You sexy
beast you.
I hereby forbid you from being that guy who, while playing beer pong, tells the other team to drink when they sink the ball into
one of the already-empty cups. However, if that ball happens to bounce of the edge of the cup, shouting “Rimjob” is acceptable, for
now. As a special note to all of our beautiful fans who have contributed to the Personals section, please keep in mind that if the personal you can double as your Master’s Thesis, then we hate you and won’t print it. We don’t read any of them anyway, we just kind of
scan them for funny keywords like “boobs” and “poop.”
It’s not that I don’t want you to make jokes, fellow students. On the contrary, I love jokes. Someone even called me a joke
once. Just please, please, joke responsibly.

-Ed

OFFICIAL KOALA COMPLAINT LETTER

hilton
brand

I would like to register a complaint. Your “Halloween” issue didn’t come out until a week
after Halloween. The Party Reviews are boring. And tell the truth, don’t you really write the
Personals yourselves? The art is cheesy and what is that Effin’s thing you put in every issue?
And it’s racist. And sexist. And why don’t you guys come out more often? You know, your
paper would really be a lot better if it was in color and not on this paper that causes cancer.
The person that handed it to me was really belligerent and wouldn’t leave me alone until I
took one. Then, they asked me again when I came back by the Aztec Center four hours later.
You should go find a retarded eight-year-old boy and give him back your sense of humor. The
lists should have ten entries like Letterman, not five. And why do they say, “Top Five” when
sometimes, there’s six or seven? By the way, you can stop pretending now. No one believes
you actually have girls on your staff. The female names in your Staff Box just make you
look desperate. And speaking of desperate, what’s up with the Party Reviews? You guys just
want to get invited to parties you can’t get into otherwise, right? Maybe if you tried saying
something nice for a change about the Greek system, people’d invite you more. Anyway, you
guys should make more jokes about sororities. And smoking weed. Way more weed jokes. I
always miss your issue when it comes out and you never update your webpage. And what the
hell kind of webpage is sdsu.koalahq.com? That’s way too complicated to remember. Since
you got kicked out of your office, I don’t even know how to find you guys. You are all losers.
Fuck you all.
I will be coming by your meeting between 1:00 PM and 3:00 PM at the tables outside of the
Aztec Center foodcourt on Thursday, November 8th, so that I can come by and help you solve
all of these problems.
-A fan

The billionaire heiress’
choice for tastier lubrication!

Wow. That was refreshing. Most people just complain like asshole fucktards, instead of
actually trying to make things better.
-Ed

DON IMUS RETURNS TO
RADIO IN HIS NEW SHOW...

Nap Time!!!
with DON IMUS

“I’m back, hoes.”

Weekdays at Noon
On WKKK Radio

Box of Pabst
Pabst Blue Ribbon
Alex, Zach Attack, George, Joe

Pabst Counterfeit Draught
Brittni T., Eric O., Maggie P,
Dan L., Teddy, Zim, Caitlin M.,
Katie S., Adam D., Jamez H.,
Ramel, Megan, Nico

Pabst Yellow Ribbon
SamSkillz, JRodes
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Top

Five
Lists

Top Five More Creative Things to Hide
in Candy than Razorblades
1) Your penis
2) Peanuts
3) Crest Advanced Whitening Tooth		
paste with
4) Scope
5) Cavities
6) Jimmy Hoffa’s remains
7) Waldo
8) Candy corn

Top Five Problems Dracula Had
Growing Up
1) Getting a tan
2) Giving hickies
3) His parents were too poor to afford
dental
4)Could only go down on girls when
they were on their period
5) Constantly asked to count things
6) Keeps accidentally fucking real bats
thinking they’re vampires

Top Five Advantages to Having a Small
Penis
1)We wouldn’t know
2) With your sex life the way it is, you
can focus on your career goals
3) You’ll always have something to
measure 1/3” with
4) No chaffing while climbing into your
giant lifted truck
5) You know Korean
6) One fewer step in sex-change operation
7) You can play the adult version of
peek-a-boo
8) You can join the Daily Aztec

Top Five Lies to Tell to Children
1) Crime doesn’t pay
2) Columbus discovered America
3) This is how big people hug
4) There is no Santa Claus
5) You aren’t the reason your parents
got divorced
6) It’s what’s on the inside that counts
7) Your parents told me to drive you
home... in my van.
8) It hurts me more than it hurts you.

Top Five Reasons to Write for the
Daily Aztec
1) You’ll feel at home with your small
penis
2) So you can hook up with the chicks
from Zoo University
3) Because The Koala is a bunch of
meanie-pants
4) You’re already brain dead
5) You’re a member of the Mormon
faith
Top Five Easy Ways to Haunt Your
Own House
1) Die in a tragic accident in your basement or pantry
2) Wait for a young family to move in
3) KILL
4) Invite some Native Americans over
5) KILL again
6) Desecrate Native American corpses
7) Bury Native Americans in your backyard using popsicle sticks for grave
markers
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Top Five Sexiest Things You Could
Hear From a Little Old Lady
1) Do you want the diaper on or off?
2) It feels better with the teeth out.
3) Fuck my wrinkle.
4) Here, put my titties over your shoulder
5) Have you ever done the saggy donkey?
6) Would you be a dear and empty my
colostomy bag?
7) Wanna try something new? I’ve got
the stool softener.
8) You just got Keith Richards sloppy
seconds.
9) It’s supposed to stink
10) Fuck the menopause out of me!
Top Five Reasons the Sky is Falling
1) A woman is running for president
2) ...and so is a black man
3) The Aztec Football team won a game
4) …of football
5) OJ got convicted of something
6) Because you didn’t eat your vegetables
7) God is shitting on you.
8) Because you are jumping.
9) Who cares? It’s better than the sky
wintering.

Top Five Reasons You Should Have a
Mummy Handy
1) Near-endless supply of beef jerky
and toilet paper
2) You’ll never be the slowest person on
the track team, or the worst-smelling
3) After 3000 years of shrivellage, your
dick will look way bigger than his
4) If it’s a mummy, it’s technically not
necrophilia
5) They have great summer homes
6) You’d never need to buy more zigzags
Top Five Disadvantages to Having
No Reflection
1) Fun houses are no fun
2) Can’t tell if your STDs are flaring up
3) Have to rely on other people to tell
you you’re ugly
4) Can’t shave your back by yourself
5) You can’t do that cool trick where
you put two mirrors across from each
other and make an army of yous
Top Five Sorority Costumes
1) Slutty bunny
2) Slutty kitty
3) Slutty angel
4) Slutty nurse
5) Slutty hippopotamus
6) Slut
The Best Reader-Submitted
List We Ever Got:
Top 5 Things to Say to Stroke Your
Boyfriend’s Ego
1) Hey, you’re bigger than your best
friend.
2) It’s a good thing you finished fast, I
should start doing my homework.
3) Oh honey, I thought the Guess and
Check method only applied to math
problems
4) I’m so happy you want to practice
your let-me-eat-your-face skills on me
5) Hey, that’s amazing that you proved
the theory of “Things in Mirror May
Appear Larger Than They Really Are.”
If you wrote this, please come to a
Koala meeting and we’ll buy you a beer.
Don’t bring your boyfriend.
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You’re on Monster Island and it doesn’t strike you as strange.
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Monster			 Porn

VON!
DOOH!
TREEZE!
FORRO!!

“The Zombie”
All of that decaying flesh, just pick a
hole! Any hole!
“The Count Chocula”
Put it in her butt while calling out the
number of thrusts in a funny accent.

“The BogeyMan”

When you wait for the kid to fall asleep and then sneak out of
his closet.

“The Frankenstein”
Hook her rotting corpse up to a car
battery and enjoy the twitching,
reheated, body.

““The Werewolf” When you don’t realize
she’s a guy until you hear “her” howl.
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Turn her dentures into a wind-up toy.

Buddy
Fucker
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BF Goes to a Halloween
Party

Moments Later...
FUCK This party!
These girls are
BITCHES!

Decorative
Zombie Case

Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhh!!!!
Two Chicks?!
HOT!!
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EFFIN’S now serves HARD EFFIN ALCOHOL!!!

VOTED BEST STUDENT
HANGOUT IN SAN DIEGO
		
- The Reader’s Best 2003

Now with
FULL LIQUOR

BEST EFFIN FOOD
IN TOWN!

BEST EFFIN FOOD
IN TOWN!

THE BEST EFFIN FOOD IN TOWN!
Beer & Cocktails
Pizza, Wings & Other Appetizers
Check out our coupon
in the Dollar Stretcher!

Pool Tables
Rockin Band
Steve Langdon

SUNDAY BRUNCH
Wake up after partying on
Saturday and come have breakfast at Effin’s.
It’s the best breakfast in the
college area.
Sunday specials all day!
Opens at 9:00am

DO
CH UB
EC LE
K!
!!

DAILY SPECIALS
MONDAY
MADNESS

X-Large Pizza
with a Domestic
Draft Pitcher
4pm - 10pm

$14.95

WING
WEDNESDAY

Hot & Spicy
Wings
“The Best in
Town”

35 C

FRIDAY
1/2 Off
Appetizers
from 4-7pm

TACO
TUESDAYS

“Great Big
Effin Tacos.”

$1.50

THURSDAY

Party with Steve Langdon!
“It’s an Effin Tradition!”

SATURDAY

Saturday Night Live
(with Steve Langdon)

NOW SERVING HARD LIQUOR

619 - 229 - 9800
6164 El Cajon Blvd.
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Someone left a 30-ft. floater in the Pacific
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Wherein TheKoala
Reviews the Parties
of the SDSUScene

Didn’t see your “awesome” party here? Invite us by email to yours and
next time you could be one of the cool kids: editor@sdsu.koalahq.com
Koalaween Party-October 31, 2007
Half of a bottle of Rum and after a long-ass walk, the house came into
sight. An hour earlier, a tattoo artist, a go-go dancer, Quailman and a
boyscout met up in an apartment to prepare for the night of all autumnal
nights. But now, as we approached the modest and oddly quiet house
our path was cut short by none other, but Mr. Doug Case. Only, this
guy had a sense of humor and was slightly more heterosexual. Hor-

Me
with a
fence
that’s
getting
pissed
on.

A crack team of Koala partiers
ror jumps up my spine at the thought of Mr. Case himself walking the streets
at night to write noise violations for the ranking SDSU parties, but it is cut
short when I notice a big red cup o’ beer. This man was simply an imposter. I
congratulated the man for his clever costume and move through the front door
to find the lame, “friends struggling to hold back the two guys fighting.” I
always catch the last sputters of fights, and I know what to do. I take the opportunity to run through the temporary gap in the crowd to get beer and sweet,
sweet, simply not enough alcohol jungle juice. Outside, I rejoin Quailman and
the tattoo artist just in time to catch the Go-Go dancer modeling his ass for an
amateur photographer. News of the beer pong table is a line-up three deep and
Polish Festival-October 14, 2007

Look, I like kielbasa so much, it makes me question my
sexuality. For those of you that haven’t heard, this Polish
festival was ranked Number One by www.polishfestivals.com.
Naturally, being a connoisseur of all things number one (I only
drink Pabst Blue Ribbon, because it once came in first at some
county fair somewhere), I headed on over. This year, the Pollacks really let their hair down. They weren’t shy at all about
confirming negative ethnic stereotypes. The girl working the
register at the kielbasa stand couldn’t figure out 4 x $7, so we
told her it was $19 and saved a few bucks. Then, we walked
around to check out the booths. One booth, a game booth in
the Kid’s Section, had set up a fun festival game called “Shoot
The Target With A BB Gun Across A Crowded Walkway Of
Children And Drunk People While Drunk.” Now, I’m not
saying the Polish are stupid, but I am saying that if that booth
signs up next year, you guys can come find me at the Polish
festival, because I’ll be there selling eye patches and gauze.
I’m sure that many of you are thinking that I just made that up
because I am an arrogant racist that hates Pollacks who thinks
it’s funny to make them seem dumb. I’ll have you know that
I am not arrogant. Then we heard the man with the microphone start trying to sell some raffle tickets. He told us that
we could, “Either buy 1 ticket for $2.50, or 2 tickets for $5.
It’s cheaper.” Now, I can’t say for sure whether he actually
thought that 2 tickets for $5 was cheaper, or whether he just
knew his audience, but in any case, when my girlfriend asked
if she could buy 4 for $10, I replied, “Look, baby, they’re not
giving them away, okay? They’re trying to make money.” So,
there’s a fifty-fifty chance this guy was the Polish Einstein.
Then came the Japanese karate demonstration. We were in the
third row of seats, at the Polish FESTIVAL, mind you. They
started doing their moves and they were all, like, serious about
it, and we were all, like, drunk, so we were doing a lot of, like,
pointing and laughing. The sensai stopped the demonstration
to train his black belt Japanese karate laser stare upon us, from
the stage, and told us his disciples could not perform with our
noise. And now we know the way to defeat any Japanese karate person. When they are coming at you and they are about
25 feet away, simply turn to the person next to you and strike
up a conversation at a moderate volume. This scrambles their
concentration so completely, all of their training becomes a
mushy pile of raccoon feces. Then, we met the Grand Poobah
of the Polish Festival. He was wearing the big furry Fred
Flintstone hat. One of the girls I was with was hammered and
started playing with his sword. Ok, mind out of the gutter,
people, she wasn’t that drunk. He told her that his sword was
made by the greatest sword-maker in history, a Professor Onihashi, whose swords were apparently famous for cutting other
people’s swords in half. Yeah, buddy, that’s a cool line to use
on drunk chicks at Polish Festivals, but I looked that shit up,
and Onihashi was from G.I. Joe, bro.

down to a handful of beer. I went on to stand around and
pee on fences. I grow dry and storm the kitchen to forage
for booze, but find nothing and we leave the party. The
destination is the house of the lifeguard that just joined our
party. Again we arrive just in time to hit the law – this time
in the form of a squad car. We stretch out along the sidewalk and watch a guy get arrested and the cops take off.
At this point, we made our way to the house only to again
be cut off by the best friend of the guy that just got arrested
running around like a coked up kid in Disneyland. Again,
we stand around just to watch him run inside and slap a
chandelier like a tether ball – splattering it against the ceiling. We take this as a sign to go home and split.
Final Score: 2 Assgrabbers.

Me,
pissing
on a
fence

Quailman already has Alice in his power.

Penthouse Apartment Party-October 27, 2007

The holidays have approached and I had little time to prepare
myself, what with packing my car and then unpacking it due
to the various evacuation notices I received. In order to take
my mind off the fact that the majority of Southern California
was ablaze I decided to attend a local Halloween happening.
The theme of the party was Jack O’Lantern contest, everyone
was supposed to bring a carved pumpkin. I highlight the word
promise. I guarantee that this review was in no way tainted by
the fact that the host is currently sitting two feet to the left of
me. Although it was the greatest Halloween party ever thrown
in the history of time. I donned my thrift store tuxedo and
attempted to come up with a reason for wearing it while walking to the party. I decided upon either ‘New Years Reveler’ or
‘Academy Award Winner Post-Party Participant’, though the
costume was rarely questioned. Upon arrival I was disappointed by the lack of decorations, the lack of available females and
the lack of a snack buffet. I was surprised to find some creative
costuming, a plentiful supply of booze and a nice selection of
tunes with a nice beat that I could dance to. Not too long after
my arrival a group of drunk girls arrived with high hopes, they
surveyed the room and most of them left. The ones that stayed
were just my type, willing to endure lameness for alcoholness
and they most probably had low expectations. After much
beer pong-ing, more shot taking and some discreet ass-grabbing on the dance floor I decided to call it a night. I awoke to
find a note that I wrote to myself in my jacket pocket, “Drink
less, sex more”, I’m still attempting to determine the meaning
of this cryptogram. Overall I give the party a solid two jack
o’lanterns out of five.

The Appartment of Passed Out VampiresOctober 26th, 2007

It was a Friday night, the very night before the Legendary
WPA, that bitter-sweet array of written decay. I was helping
my rent-paying bretheren distribute alcohols upon our kitchen
counter, when there came a knock at our door. A guest? On
such a fateful night as this? Nay. Rather, 35 or so thirsty
costume-wearing vampires, daredevils, police-chicks, nuns,
homeless-posers, and an assortment of who knows what else
came bursting through the threshhold into a living room that
could not bear the magnitude of living and disguised dead. So
I was like “What...?“ and they were like “Bleeeeeaaaaah, make
with the drinks“, and I was like “Kay“. Well, thought mineself,
I must reserve mineself from the drunkenness to make mineself
propper for the legendary WPA. This wisdom lasted as long
as not very. Soon, it was a nice day for a White Russian, it’s a
Nice Day to drink like, ten. I had fun. My drunkest of roomates
staggered around semi-human until passing-out came upon us
like the panic of a drunken gang of mismatched party-goers.
Then another guest passed out; and another. Soon, the mere

Assgrabbing is the
Koala’s middle name

two bathrooms were given a surplus of unconsious pukasauruses, and bladders were going undrained. ‘Lo, did I impose
upon the other appartments, as did my babbling ghosts and
goblins. Yet within a time I can’t recall, the many pretenders of
fear became restless and wishful of piss. But as I do say, ‘twas
joyful and full of joy. Yet as the time became noticibly not as
early, and sleep came upon me, a thought struck mine decrepid
frontal-lobe: “What can be done? The WPA surely shall bring
wrath and might“. “...Fuck“ stammered my mouth, and it and
the rest of my body laid itself to unconsiousness. Yet with the
passing of a good-nights self-destruction came the next mornings lameness. Yet I digress, this review is mine own: I talked
to people and they spoke back. i drank with people and they
told me “so yeah, I was like, whatever, and dude, it was, like,
whatever, and Fuckin’, yeah“. As the morning did pass, and an
annoying test came about, it did bury itself into the vast nothingness of Fuckeddom. Farewell to thee, fine bitch, farewell to
thine writing shit. And a fond farewell to a party whose goers
I did enjoy, and whose puke I did merrily step in. Four passed
out roomates and guests out of Five bathrooms we wished we
had.

A Time of Rhyme: The Party of ReidNovember 3rd, 2007

It was a night for something tight. I went out of my home to
find a party quite right. So I searched my memory for something fun, that would engage me in drinking whiskey, vodka,
and rum. What I found was the vision of a short man named
Reid, and the warning some told me I would do well to heed.
They said “Come to his party, enjoy well this night, but foolish
is he who would bring up Reid’s height.” I called bretheren
of the home, to give me direction, and got lost on the way, the
direction neglection. Yet as I came through the door, I was
filled with mixed feelings: the chick-to-dick ratio was hardly
appealing. However, much alcohol the party did have, and I
soon found myself to be buzzed and quite glad, and the ratio
evened, and more chicks appeared, and though supply grew
indecent there soon came more beer. As time trickled on, and
schmoozing occurred, I soon found the females of whom my
hormones were stirred. The chicks, however, had other things
on their minds, like how to be lame, and on other chicks grind.
No matter, said I, who enjoyed watching them, they weren’t
even that hot, few merited a ten. I looked upon closely the
short man named Reid, who had drank himself silly on “Jungle
Juice“ and Mead. A dance did the short man, and as did his
fellows, and I joined in as well, as funky as Jell-o. It was fun:
now I’m done.
Four scores out of five KNIVES.
Now invite us to yours!
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A slapped ass never boils

KOALA PERSONALS
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Don’t look at us; you wrote ‘em, you sick fucks.
dear chipotle girl in comm103,
shut the fuck up about chipotle!
PLEASE come up with an original
thought so that you dont have to
include the overrated restaraunt into
every single fucking conversation
you have ever had. and stop flirting
with boys who have girlfriends. why
don’t you take your burrito-loving,
slutty-ass self to chipotle and pick up
guys who will overlook the fact that
you have an abnormally large head.
ihateyousomuch.

Dear bitches of Alpha Phi,
Just curious... What kind of drug
keeps causing all of your “asthma” attacks... Yayo?

to the GIANT S.L. in calc120
due to the fact that you cannot seem
to keep your filthy hands off of ANY
living thing with a penis [including manwhorish frat boys who have
STD’s and equally bad taste in the
opposite sex] i dont think we can be
very good friends. please stop acting
like we’re “chill”. please get out of
my room forever and go fuck the next
guy who looks at you so that you can
feel better about your fat-ass self.
you’re trashy and maybe try and wear
some clothes that actually fit youu...
like plus sizes perhaps.
ugggh you’re disgusting.

To the Starbucks in Aztec Center,
Dude, honestly, you guys have sticks
up your asses. The Starbucks in West
Commons is SOOO much better... get
it together my friends.

dear motherfucker,
thank you for wasting my time. however, i learned a valuable lesson:
in the future i will alyways trust
my instincts and not talk to boys in
fugly plaid t-shirts. also, you should
make sure that slutty, fat girls are not
minors before you decide to to take
advantage of them...you sick fuck.
i’m really sorry that you will have
to find a new booty call but i think
you and your new whore will be very
happy together. nothing creates a
bond like having to share a STD.
Dear homeboy,
please refrain from wearing your
fucking muscle shits, bc A. you dont
have any muscles, and B. you got a
bracelt tatoo located on your upper
arm.
Get fucking ass fucked in jail.
To the crazy bitch that fucks in the
common bathroom,
get over your self. your ugly and
fucking annoying as shit, dont bring
your underage cousin into a college
area and tell the rest of the world to
shut thefuck up. Go to hell, and get
the stick out of ur ass.
p.s. not everyone is racist in this
world!!! move on bitch
Stats 119,
learn how to fucking teach your
class!!! ur a fucking idiot and if we
are all failing...how the fuck does that
reflect your teaching?!?!?!?!?
Dear Jeff,
Shut your fucking face. You are the
reason for the syphalis outbreak on
campus. By the way your hair looks
like shit.
Love,
“a random hook up”

Dear Buttchug,
I know taking jager in the ass with
a beer bong was exhilarating, but for
the love of God let that be the ONLY
thing you shove in there experimentally.
Sincerely,
Buttchug’s Ass

Because I can only say this in the
Koala... FUCK YOU SDSU FOR
NOT ADMITTING MY SISTER!
SHE WAS TEN THOUSAND
TIMES MORE DESERVING OF
ADMITTANCE OVER THE COKE
WHORES THAT ARE NOTHING
BUT A WASTE OF SPACE.
This letter has been written in response to the freshman English major
who was complaining about smoking
laws on the beach.
To the boys of SDSU
Just because a girl lays in your bed
does not mean she wants to get layed.
That is all.
Sincerely,
SDSU women with low libidos
To the guy riding his skateboard with
green wheels in front of the police
station on 10/10/07 about 10:50 or
so I wish you had fallen. That would
have been hilarious to see you fall
instead of stumble. I would have been
laughing my ass off along with the
10 other peoples waiting to cross the
intersection. Damn. Can you please
fall next time?? That would definitely
have made everyone’s day. Thanks.
Dear Doug Case,
how have you not realized that you’re
in the wrong line of work? You
manage fraternities when you were
kicked out of one for being a flaming
fag. Why don’t you go play grab ass
with your favorite house SAE. Oh
yeah, and get off our fucking nuts I
know you love them but unlike your
flamboyant self we like to have girls
on them.
Signed,
The Greek Community
PS If I ever see you with your fucking
poodle again I am going to jump kick
it in the face.
Dear SDSU: I’m sick of all this
minority-diversity crap. Who gives
a crap? I’m a middle class Protestant
white male. That’s right. No one’s
giving me a handout. “Oooh, I’m
a black female engineering major look at me, I’m so special, please pay
attention to me” - just shut up.

Abby Great is freaking awesome and
amazing, she bakes the best cakes in
the whole world and every single person who see’s here today should jump
in front of her shimmy and scream
abby GREAT!

Hey Dooche
From Soc 445 TTH at 1230
Please shut the fuck up, no one wants
to hear your damn opinion on shit
that does not make any sense. We all
know your trying to get participation
points but please shut up. and please
don’t sit next to me or around me no
more... To the right and in the back is
better far away from me.
-Chris

you don’t clean up, you sort of smell,
and i’m so glad i don’t have to live
with you, sincerely KARMA BITES

Tall Creepy Guy w/ Aztec Hat
Please do not talk to me or watch me
in class with that creppy look and that
grin you have it is really creepy
To the last hot virgin on campus. fuck
me
Seriously
Who throw piss at me when i was
taking a shit in the bathroom at east
commons. It was not cool and i
smelled like piss the rest of the day.
dear over pretentious king of everything never wrong,
its been four months, just get over
it already, open your mouth and say
something. i seriously thought the
silent treatment was for kids strictly
in elementary school

jayson, jason, and lil jason all live in
cuic i don’t know if it can handle the
sexy
2C4L
Dylan Olson, should be put into the
daily aztec more, and the daily should
also remove the cartoon as he does
not like starting his day off reading
such a boring and lame cartoon, there
dylan i took care of telling someone
for you
to the guy who i’ve let sleep over, use
me like the lame frat guy he is, and
stick his finger up my vagina. please
call me
Kyle, Tom, Kevin, and Ryan: You
guys smell.

Buy This Book! Available at
Barnes & Noble and Borders

wRITTEN
BY The
kOALA
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Probably a
better Xmas
Present than a
bag of rocks!

